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progress, and especially in light of the approaching elections, said Julie Smith, a crisis communications consultant at Tishman Speyer. “(Public relations) will likely become a factor in the overall consideration of the judicial nominee,” she said. Many in the legal community have also been up in arms about President Donald Trump’s attack on a federal judge over his Mexican heritage and criticism of

his appellate record. “This could have unintended consequences,” said Arthur Hellman, dean of the University of Pittsburgh Law School. “When you have a president who has demonstrated hostility toward the judiciary, you can’t be surprised when they are going to take steps to undermine the judiciary.” And, Hellman added, the nominee’s loyalty to Trump will ultimately matter. “In a choice between
an older, more experienced person who has worked in this area and someone who is going to be with Trump for four years, that’s going to be a huge factor,” he said. Choosing Bork Trump’s approach to Supreme Court nominations is clearly at odds with past presidents, but it is by no means unprecedented. Over the past few decades, presidents have routinely recommended nominees with views that
differ from their own — but in some cases, those nominees went on to win Senate confirmation. In a handful of cases, the justices have also made the Supreme Court their main legal home. Bork, who Trump has cited in describing his approach to the high court, has made clear that he hopes to be nominated by a president of the same political party — which would almost certainly be Trump. Bork’s

writings show that he favors a somewhat broader interpretation of the Second Amendment than the high court’s conservatives, according to Shane Goldmacher, senior reporter at Politico. He also expressed skepticism of affirmative action in some of his writings, and would likely bring the conservative legal community into a split with Trump. In 82157476af
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